Draft Cider & MEAD
B. NEKTAR MEADERY

Cherry Cyser (mead & cider) made with
Michigan tart cherry juice, apple cider &
star thistle honey. Sweet, but balanced
nicely w/the tart cherries. (Ferndale, MI)
Imperial Half Pint

$8.50

PACIFIC COAST

No. 139 Grüner Cider

Shiny light yellow in color. Dried mint
with fresh fermentation aromas fill the
glass. Clean, pure, fine fresh apple fruit is
highlighted by vivacious acidity. Dry, crisp,
and herbal. A perfect companion to food.
(Sagaponick, NY)
6.5%

Mango Muscat

This combination of hand crafted cider with
Mangos and Muscat and an exclusive Frost
Fermentation process makes this the perfect
adult beverage for a more memorable
journey! (Lodi, CA)
6%

= Sour

WÖLFFER ESTATE VINEYARD

Zombie Killer Cherry Cyser

6%

BELGIAN DRAFTS Q

Goblet

$5

WINE On Tap

7oz Aspen Glass

$5

VIRTUE • Northcider

A proper farmhouse cider made with local
fruit on their farm in Michigan. Hopped
with Cascade and Centennial hops.
(Fennville, MI)
6.7%

Goblet

$6

SERVED IN CARAFES
QUARTER (250mL) HALF (500mL) 750 (750mL)

WHITE

RED

2014 GRÜNER VELTLINER
Pratsch Austria

2015 CÔTES DU ROUSSILLON
Cyril Henriques "The Minimalist"

100% Certified Organic. Herbal, fresh &
spicy with notes of white pepper, apple &
citrus on the palate. It has the “rainwater
over rocks” minerality that’s desirable in
Austrian whites. Zippy acidity. 12%
Quarter $11. Half $21. 750mL $27.

2016 SAUVIGNON BLANC
Barter & Trade Columbia Valley

Made by Andrew Jones at Field Recordings
Winery in Paso Robles, this Washington
State sourced Sauvignon Blanc is racy and
focused with a compex bouquet of lemon-lime citrus, apple and pear. New Zealand style grassiness intermixes with rich
fruit notes from the nose. Finishing with
cleansing acidity. Fresh & juicy. 13.5%
Quarter $11. Half $21. 750mL $27.

2017 CHARDONNAY
Sean Minor Four Bears
Sonoma, California

Light golden hue and aromas of apple,
pear, tropical citrus & pineapple. Subtle
notes of cardamom, cinnamon & vanilla
spice. On the entry, crisp vibrant flavors of
guava, pear & green apple integrate w/a
touch of minerality and a medium body
mouth feel. Full and lengthy finish. 13.5%
Quarter $11. Half $21. 750mL $27.

ROSÉ
2017 VIN DE PAYS PONT DU GARD
ROSÉ Domaine de la Patience
Costières de Nîmes, France

Rose peony color w/rich red-fruit aromatics. Grenache offers freshness on the palate
w/persistant nectar on the nose. Crisp &
fruity. 80% Grenache 20% Syrah. 12%
Quarter $11. Half $21. 750mL $27.

France

From wind swept vineyards near the Spanish
Border. Garnet color, with aromas of dark
berries & spice. Fresh & soft with undertones of licorice, blackberries & blackcurrants. Balanced w/a long finish. 50%
Grenache, 35% Syrah, 15% Carignan. 13%

Quarter $11. Half $21. 750mL $27.

2017 CÔTES DU RHÔNE
Famille Perrin Réserve France

Ripe, fleshy wine, full of mulberry & cassis
flavors. Potent and full bodied but a mineral
sheen on the mid-palate lends freshness.
Moderately long finish, framed by soft tannins. From a hot, dry vintage that brought
small yields, ideal harvesting conditions.
Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre. 13.5%
Quarter $12. Half $24. 750mL $28.

2016 MERLOT
Norton Ridge California

From 20 year old vines aged in French oak
barrels for 10 months, using new and neutral barrels. More restrained than some other
California reds, with an herbaceous nose
and dark currants and cedar on the palate.
Soft tannins & ample structure. 13.5%
Quarter $11. Half $21. 750mL $27.

NV CASSE-CROUTE ROUGE
Division-Villages Oregon

Non-vintage blend is mostly Pinot Noir and
Gamay from the 2018 vintage, with a bit
of Cabernet Franc and Syrah and from the
2017 vintage. All fermented naturally and
aged in neutral barrels and cement for 6-10
months before being blended in stainless
steel. Ruby colored & medium bodied. Epitomizes the simplicity and rusticity that the
wine makers love in table friendly red wines.
Only 500 liters produced. Pinot Noir,
Gamay, Cabernet Franc & Syrah. 13.5%
Quarter $12. Half $22. 750mL $28.

What's a Quarter?
Quarter = 1/3 bottle
Half = 2/3 bottle
750mL = full bottle

LA TRAPPE • Puur

Mahogany color, sherry, allspice, & warm
dark caramel aromas. Mild smoky roasted
grain & dark fruit notes in the palate. Hints of
tobacco & wood; soft background sourness.

4.7%

8%

10oz Glass

$7

Q

Traditional gueuze aimed at connoisseurs.
Based on a blend of young & old lambics.
Apple aromas & very dry in the finish.
5%

Goblet

25cL (8.5oz) Glass

$10

Restrained hop bitterness, with soft creamy
sweetness. With all the fruity banana vanilla
notes of a classic Belgian Triple.
9%

Goblet

Avec Les Bon Voeux

Flemish Sour Ale, red in color with a
balance of malty sweetness & acidic sharpness. Made from spontaneously fermented
and barrel-aged beer of at least 18 months
in age. Cooled overnight in a large, shallow
metal vessel called a coolship and then
fermented and aged in large oak foudres.

9.5%

Cuvée Des Jacobins Rouge

Q

25cL (8.5oz) Glass

$10

VAL-DIEU • Cuvée 800

A toast to Val-Dieu’s 800th anniversary.
Brewed in the Cistercian Abbey of ValDieu. Rich, round and complex with a
subtle touch of hops.
5.5%

Imperial Half Pint

$9.50

LEFFE • Blonde

Sunny color, slightly clovy aroma, restrained fruity palate, nutty creamy texture.
6.6%

Goblet

$7.50

CHIMAY • Première (AKA Red)

The oldest of the Chimays. Its coppery color
and sweet, fruity taste make it a particularly
tasty dark ale.
7%

25cL (8.5oz) Glass

$10

DUBUISON • Cuvée de Trolls

Blond Ale with pleasantly fruity aroma
from dried orange peel at the boiling stage.
Well-rounded and delicate.
7%

Goblet

$10

BRASSERIE DE SILLY

Born from a unique tradition and,
throughout the years, has grown into
a reference beer for its particular style.
Complex aromas of brioche, raisins, fruit
jam & fresh raspberry. Reminiscent of a
liqueur. Initial impressions of honey and
caramel. Flavors of prunes and roast malt
come through in the finish. There is a
refreshing aftertaste.
25cL (8.5oz) Glass

$10

BRASSERIE LEFEBVRE • Barbãr

Deep blond in color, Barbãr’s creamy head
gives off a powerful aroma, unobtrusively
scented with honey and accompanied by a
bouquet of floral, spicy and citrus notes.
8%

Goblet

$9

Aromas of wheat beer, hints of bubblegum,
vanilla, cloves & a touch of spirit. smooth
& spritzy, with vanilla notes in the palate.
Sweet malt gives way to a dry finish.
8%

Goblet

$7.50

ST. BERNARDUS • Abt 12

Abbey ale brewed in the classic Quadrupel
style. Dark with a fruity aroma, complex
flavors and a long bittersweet finish with a
hoppy bite. Full-bodied taste and a perfect
equilibrium between malty, bitter & sweet.
Goblet

$10

Abbey Belgian Quad. Grand Cru is not
a style. It means it is the best of what the
brewery has to offer. Sometimes a Tripel or
Dubbel, this is the Quad. Big rich sipper.
10.5%

Imperial Half Pint

$9

$10

STRAFFE HENDRIK

Quadrupel

Rich, intense dark ale. Brewed w/a subtle
blend of specialty malts, giving an extreme-ly dark color & complex character.
11%

25cL (8.5oz) Glass

$10

Craft DRAFTS
DOGFISH HEAD

Slightly Mighty

A lo-cal IPA that is slight in cals and carbs
with mighty hop flavor! Brewed with a
touch of monk fruit that delivers body and
complexity but adds zero calories or carbs.
(Milton, DE)
4%

Silly Scotch

8%

7oz Aspen Glass

VAL-DIEU • Grand Cru

$8

ST. FEUILLIEN • Saison

33cL (11oz) Glass

Farmhouse ale with a touch of honey sweetness, grassiness, a bit of hop bitterness,
some of the distinctive Dupont yeasty funk
& a nearly perfect amount of spritz.

10%

Traditional Belgian farmhouse ale w/hints
of melon & apricot.
6.5%

$12

BRASSERIE DUPONT

BOKOR VANDER GHINSTE

5.5%

$8.50

VAL-DIEU • Triple

VAN HONSEBROUCK

Gueuze Fond Tradition

KWAK by Bosteels

Hopleaf’s Draft Lines
are maintained by

MAREDSOUS • Brune 8

Easy-drinking, fresh, hoppy, light Trappist
Ale. Intense balsamic aroma— cypress,
mint, bread, rice. Spicy, light, & fresh,
with a nice bitterness.

Pint

$6

Pint

$5

LAGUNITAS • DayTime

Low Calorie Session IPA.
4%

CRUZ BLANCA

Mexico Calling

Mexican lager brewed with heaps of Vienna
malt, subtle hops, and absolutely zero adjuncts. The result is an endlessly refreshing
sunny lager with balanced sweetness and
light bitterness.
4.7%

12oz Glass

$6

SCHLAFLY • Kölsch

Classic golden ale that uses a centuries old
yeast strain sourced from a famous Kölsch
brewer in Köln, Germany. The delicate
fruity aroma of an ale with the crisp, clean
finish of a lager. Brewed with lightly roasted
malt and 100% German Noble Hops: Perle
for bitterness and Hallertau Traditional for
flavor and aroma. (St. Louis, MO)
4.8%

Pint $5
MORE CRAFT BEER INSIDE >>>

Craft DRAFTS
ANCHOR • Steam

Q

= Sour

DESCHUTES • Red Chair Nitro

The Flagship beer of this brewery founded
in 1896, made with a blend of pale &
caramel malts, fermentation with lager yeast
at warmer ale temperatures in shallow openair fermenters, & gentle carbonation in
cellars through an all-natural process called
kräusening. (San Francisco, CA)

The citrus punch of a big IPA, minus the
one-dimensional hop sledgehammer. Seven
select European and domestic malts round
out the edges for a complex, copper-colored
brew. On Nitro for an extra creamy texture.

ALLAGASH • White

Irish Red Ale. Caramel, burnt sugar, earth &
floral notes give way to a mild hop character.

4.9%

Pint

$6

Traditional Belgian-style wheat beer, light
& slightly cloudy w/a blend of spices. Longtime Hopleaf mainstay! (Portland, ME)
5.1%

Pint

$6

DOVETAIL • Vienna Lager

Copper in color w/a warm 100% Vienna
malt character & Styrian Golding hop finish.
5.1%

17oz Glass

$7.50

MAPLEWOOD

A variation on Pulaski Pilsner brewed
annually for Maplewood’s Pulaski Day celebrations. Dry hopped with Michigan grown
Cashmere & Noble hops. Cold lagered for
optimal quaffibilty.
5.1%

Pint

$7

SCHLENKERLA

Festbier-Lentbeer

An unfiltered smokebeer, brewed in
accordance with the Bavarian Purity Law
of 1516. Strong malty flavor, rounded up
with the smokey taste and a light bitterness.
Full-bodied & highly drinkable.
Imperial Half Pint

BROOKLYN • Rosé de Ville

$7

Q

Limited release spritzy sour ale with tart
raspberries to achieve the right balance of
sweet fruit with tart acidity, & lend the beer
its bold pink hue. (Brooklyn, NY)
5.8%

Tall Goblet

$6

GREAT LAKES

Dortmunder Gold

Smooth lager w/more body & less hops
than a pilsner, less malt & more hops than a
Munich-style lager. (Cleveland, OH)
5.8%

Pint

OMMEGANG • Super Kriek

$6

Q

A pure Belgian kriek with barrel-aged
American wild ale. Bright cherries, assertive
sourness, oaky tannins and barnyard notes.
Deeply layered, richly complex, and distinctive beer. (Cooperstown, NY)
6%

7oz Aspen Glass

$8

SIERRA NEVADA

Pint

$6

BEGYLE • Dicey Riley

6.3%

Pint

$6

THREE FLOYDS

Intensely hopped and gushing Pale Ale.
Medium-bodied, showcasing Citra hops
from the Yakima Valley.
6.4%

Pint

$7

Hop-forward beers weren’t popular when
SN started brewing in 1980. But they
loved them, and knew that if they were
going to open a brewery, They’d better
make something distinctive. It’s been 40
years since then, and this beer showcases
the bold flavors and aromas of a classic
West Coast IPA: intense pine and citrus
with a deep gold color and slight caramel
sweetness. (Chico, CA)
6%

Pint

$7

SPITEFUL • Alley Time

Well balanced pale ale with Pilsen malts and
a single addition of Simcoe hops.
Pint

A hazy twist on your main squeeze. (Fresh
Squeezed! Get it?) Explodes with orange
citrus and a soft malt body. (Bend, OR)
6.5%

Pint

$6

$7

GOOSE ISLAND

Hazy IPA Now

A hazy IPA dry hopped with Galaxy, Mapuche, and Mandarina Bavaria for flavors of
pineapple, banana and citrus with apricot
and floral aromas. Light malt body, juicy,
and a touch of bitterness.
6.5%

Pint

$7

GOOSE ISLAND

Madame Rose

Q

Sour Brown Kriek aged in wine barrels with
cherries. It’s an homage to Rose Blancquaert-Merckx, Belgium’s first female brewmaster at the historic Liefman’s Brewery.
6.7%

7oz Aspen Glass

$10

REVOLUTION

A Little Crazy

Pale Ale, Munich & Caramunich malts
provide a toasty flavor with hints of caramel.
Belgian Wit yeast ferments this beer, contributing hints of spice and a slight tartness.
Dry-hopped with Cascade and Citra hops to
drive home the aromas of fresh citrus rind.
6.8%

Tall Goblet

$6

Q

OMMEGANG • Pale Sour

Elegant, drinkable sour. Aged over several
months in stainless tanks, new batches
blended with older ones until the optimal
balance of flavors is reached. Fine interplay
of sweet & sour; soft mouthfeel with delicate
body and clean finish. (Cooperstown, NY)
Goblet

$7

BELL’S • Two Hearted

IPA brewed with 100% Centennial
hops. Hop aromas ranging from pine to
grapefruit from massive hop additions in
both the kettle & fermenter. Balanced with
a malt backbone and the fruity aromas of
Bell's house yeast. (Kalamazoo, MI)
7%

Pint

NEW BELGIUM • La Folie

$6

Q

This wood-aged, sour brown spends one
to three years in big oak barrels known as
foeders. And when the beer finally hits the
glass, La Folie is sharp and sour, full of
green apple, cherry, and plum-skin notes.
(Fort Collins, CO)
7%

SOLEMN OATH

UNIBROUE

Endsinator

Rich, chewy caramel malt sweetness with
hints of toast and chocolate balanced by
light, floral hops, smooth lager yeast character and a full body.
7.5%

Imperial Half Pint

Goblet

$7.50

$5

LAGUNITAS • Hazy Memory

Cloudy IPA full of oats and smooth
wheatly-esque-ish-ness, packed with some
of the murkiest, juiciest, turbid Loral 291,
Hallertau Blanc,Galaxy, and Citra hops.
It’s a huge flavor you won't forget!
7.7%

Zombie Dust

6.9%

40th Hoppy Anniversary Ale

6%

6.2%

DESCHUTES • Fresh Haze

Cashmere Pulaski

5.5%

(Bend, OR)

Celebrating 28 years in 2020

= Chicagoland

Goblet

$6.50

OFF COLOR

Space Tiger

Q

Fermented with Off Color’s “House Funk
Culture” and hopped with a blend of
Galaxy, Kazbek and Sterling for a melange
of lemon, farmhouse, and tropical notes.
The larger funky cousin of Apex Predator.
7.8%

7oz Aspen Glass

$5

METROPOLITAN

Generator Doppelbock

This beer is all about the malt. Dark Munich malt provides a monstrous backbone
for this deceptively easy beer. A light balance of Horizon, Sterling & Santiam hops.
8.2%

Imperial Half Pint

$6

5 RABBIT • Gran Missionario

Imperial wheat beer with flaked oat and
muscat of Alexandria, an “aromatic” grape
grown at the Spanish missions. Creamy,
off-dry and fruity in a most complex way,
with aromas of flowers and spice.
8.3%

Goblet

$7

18TH STREET • Villain

Warrior, Falconer’s Flight, and Simcoe
hops are featured in this monstrous Imperial
IPA. (Hammond, IN)
8.4%

Imperial Half Pint

$5

HALF ACRE • Classic Future

Whirlpool additions of Amarillo Cryo and
Mosaic were followed up by a double dry
hop of Citra, Mosaic Cryo, Amarillo Cryo
and an experimental strain that puts out an
aromatic profile like the exhaust fan at your
local, earth-friend smoothie joint. Some
classic bitterness keeps this beer tethered to
history, but it pumps out & into pulp-scape.
8.5%

Imperial Half Pint

$6

BROWAR FORTUNA

Komes Porter Bałtycki

Multiple Gold Medal winning Baltic Porter.
A well-balanced, dark, strong beer. Slow
fermentation at low temperatures in open
vats, coupled with long maturation have resulted in the beer’s character and complete,
complex nature.
9%

Imperial Half Pint

$7

LEFT HAND

Galactic Cowboy nitro

Nitro Imperial Milk Stout. (Longmont, CO)
9%

Imperial Half Pint

$5

THREE FLOYDS

A dry and stupendously hopped medium
bodied Imperial IPA. Aromas of marmalade,
white wine, pine and apricot all mixed with
an intense American hop bitterness.
Imperial Half Pint

This triple-style golden ale recreates the
style of beer originally developed in the
Middle Ages by trappist monks for special
occasions. The first of its kind to be brewed
in North America.
9%

Goblet

$6.50

$7

BEGYLE • Quagmire

American Double IPA featuring Galaxy
and Mosaic Hops.
9.7%

Imperial Half Pint

$7.50

BURNT CITY

Golden Triceratops Imperial
Pastry Ale

Golden pastry ale brewed with vanilla beans,
cacao nibs, toasted coconut, honey, and lactose. Sumptuous, humongous, stupendous.
11%

Imperial Half Pint

$7

NORTH COAST • Old Rasputin
Bourbon Barrel-Aged

Bourbon Barrel-Aged version of this classic
Imperial Russian Stout. (Fort Bragg, CA)
11.1%

6.5oz Bell Glass

$10

FIRESTONE WALKER

23rd Anniversary

Firestone’s yearly strong ale release. A
blend of Stickee Monkee 28%, Parabola
28%, Bravo 20%, Bourbon Barrel Helldorado 15%, Velvet Merkin 5%, and Tequila
Barrel Helldorado 4%. (Paso Robles, CA)
11.5%

6.5oz Bell Glass

$10

NOON WHISTLE

Weller Barrel-Aged Imperial
Bernie

This Imperial Milk Stout remains just as
smooth, dark and delicious as it's younger
brother, Bernie Milk Stout. Aged in Weller
Bourbon Barrels.
12.1%

6.5oz Bell Glass

$7.50

BEGYLE • Batch 663

This English style Barleywine was aged in
a combination of Koval 4 grain whiskey &
bourbon barrels.
12.3%

6.5oz Bell Glass

$10

REVOLUTION

Straight Jacket

Barleywine Ale featuring American and
Belgian malts which provide the base of
this extraordinary ale. After 12 months in
bourbon barrels the award-winning Straight
Jacket emerges with notes of stone fruit,
toasted coconut, molasses, and vanilla
coming in waves as you swirl the glass.
13.1%

6.5oz Bell Glass

$8.50

GOOSE ISLAND

Wheatwine 2019

The 2018 Festival of Wood & Barrel-Aged
Beers (FoBAB) award-winning variant is
back for its second year, this year aged
100% in Larceny wheated bourbon casks
from Heaven Hill. The result is a softer flavor profile, full of caramel, vanilla, butterscotch, & toffee flavors, all while carrying
the nuances of Larceny bourbon barrels.
15.4%

Arctic Panzer Wolf

9%

La Fin du Monde

6.5oz Bell Glass

Menu as of March 15, 2020
Please note: prices do not include tax.

$10

